Abstract
Introduction
Switching activity estimation strategies can be divided into two broad categories: (i) estimation by simulation and (ii) estimation by probabilistic techniques. Probabilistic techniques [9, 12, 13, 6] are fast and tractable, but typically involve assumptions about joint correlations. The probabilistic techniques use knowledge about input statistics to estimate the switching activity of internal nodes. In some of the pioneering works around this ¡ This work is being supported in part by a Nation Science Foundation Grant No. CCR-0098103 idea, Najm et al. [17] estimated the mean and variance of current using probability waveforms accounting for temporal correlation with spatial independence assumptions. In a later work, Najm et al. [10] introduced the concept of transition density. However, these methods have been reported to yield inaccurate estimates when the nodes are highly correlated. An improved switching activity estimation strategy based on OBDD was proposed by Bryant [9] , however, it had high space requirements. Ghosh et al. [6] modeled temporal correlation effects in a real delay model. The computational complexity was, however, extremely high. Tagged probability simulation was proposed by Ding et al. [12] , which was based on local OBDD propagation with a real delay model. Dependency modeling of switching activity has been performed by many, but only partially. Present formalisms are not able to account for all types of spatial dependencies. Kapoor [14] has modeled structural dependencies and Schneider et al. [18] used one-lag Markov model to capture temporal dependence. Tsui et al. [15] modeled first order spatial correlation efficiently. Schneider et al. [19] proposed a fast estimation technique based on ROBDD where an approximate solution is provided for spatial correlation. Pair-wise correlation between circuit lines were first proposed by Ercolani et al. [11] . Marculescu et al. [20] , studied temporal, spatial dependencies studying pairwise correlations. In a later pioneering work, Marculescu et al. [8] , formulated higher order correlations by approximating them as a set of pair-wise correlations. We proposed LIDAG constuction [1] from a combinational circuit and proved that it corresponds to a Bayesian Network which captures higher order spatiotemporal correlations in the internal nodes. When the circuits were large we used naive segmentation strategy without really capturing the dependencies between two BNs.
In this paper, our focus is to systematically formulate the problem of using Multiple Bayesian Network for large circuits such that correlations between the BNs are captured effectively through approximate tree-dependent distribution at the boundaries. Results show that the Multiple BN modeling has even higher accuracy compared to naive segmentation based approach in [1] for large combinational benchmark circuits.
Bayesian Network Modeling
The theory behind modeling switching activity using single BN has been proposed and discussed in [1] . Some of the basic definitions and terminologies are repeated here for convenience. For more details the reader is referred to [1] .
A Bayesian Network is a directed acyclic graph (DAG)and is established in the following manner. Definition 1:
be a finite set of variables taking on discrete values. Let be the joint probability function over the variables in , and let is said to be conditionally independent given
Following Pearl [3] , this conditional independence amongst
, and # is denoted as
are said to be conditionally independent given Z.
The concept of conditional independence can be extended to dependencies in a graphical structure by Pearl [3] and is discussed in [1] . Moreover, given any Probability function, we can also get a set of all the I relations. This set of three tuple I's form an I-map.
If the network representation has I-map as a superset of that derived from the probability function then the network is an approximate under-representation (since the network assumes more independence relation that encoded in the probability function). If the network representation has an I-map that is subset of that encoded by the probability function then the network is an overrepresentation. Only when these two I-maps are equal we get an exact representation which is the minimal one that captures the independence model completely. This network representation is actually a Bayesian Network. In the LIDAG structure, each random variable represents switching activity on each line in the combinational circuit. Each variable can take four values corresponding to the four possible transitions:
. Note that this way of formulating the random variable effectively models temporal correlation since we use zerodelay model. The probability of switching at a line would be given by
. The original Bayesian Network is converted in junction tree of cliques for computational efficiency and the conversion stages were briefly mentioned in [1] . In the next section, we want to discuss a few steps in BN computation in details which will direct us towards the need for MBN modeling.
BN Computation
We have already discussed the transformation of a BN which is a DAG to a junction tree of cliques in our earlier work [1] . This transformation is necessary for local message passing inference scheme. Each node of the junction tree is a clique or a collection of random variables. The same random variable may be present in more than one clique. An important property of the junction tree is that if two cliques share a random variable then all cliques in the path between these cliques contain the same random variable. This property is crucial for updating by local message passing.
Once junction tree of cliques is formed in the compilation process, we need to form the distribution function for the cliques. We then follow a two phase algorithm for message propagation. All the messages that is propagated are between neighboring cliques. Let denote the set of separators in the junction tree. The joint probability function factor-izes over the junction tree in the following form [2] :
A separator set p is contained in two neighboring cliques, , then the joint probability function as expressed as:
where the factors w c e d
are also commonly referred to as the potential function over the nodes . Let us say that there is new evidence for some node. This will change the probabilities of all the other nodes such that two neighboring cliques agree on probabilities on the node set s which is their separator. To achieve this we first compute the marginal probability of s from probability potential of clique and then use that to scale the probability potential of as captured by Eq. 5. To achieve this we need to transmit the scaling factor along the link and this process is referred to as message passing. We have to repeat this process in the reverse direction by computing the marginal probability of s from probability potential of clique and then use that to scale the probability potential of . This will ensure that evidence at both the cliques are taken into account. New evidence is absorbed into the network by passing such local messages. The pattern of the message is such that the process is multithreadable and partially parallelizable. Because the junction tree has no cycles, messages along each branch can be treated independently of the others.
We use a two phase message passing scheme that can integrate all new evidence in two passes. In this scheme a clique from junction tree is selected to be the root node. In the first phase, the collection phase, all the leaf node of the tree send messages towards the root node, which are re-computed according at Eqs. 4 and 5 at each node along the way. Once messages from all the leaf nodes have been received, the second phase is initiated when messages are passed back from the root clique towards the leaves. Note that this ensures that along any one link we have messages along both directions, thus ensuring all nodes have been updated based on information from all the new evidence.
The clique size i.e. number of random variables in a clique is dependent on the number of parents that a node have and the connectivity and also on the number of added links during the triangularization. As the clique size (k) increases we suffer three problems: (i) the potential table is h j i becomes memory intensive for each of the large cliques and (ii) formation of the joint probability function in terms of the cliques become computationally expensive(Eq.3) and (iii) the updating through Eqs. 4 and 5 becomes computationally expensive. Hence we resort to individual smaller BNs loosely coupled with each other to increase performance. In the next section, we discuss modeling based on naive coupling between individual BNs followed by Multiple BN modeling using a tree based coupling (by using TD distribution).
Modeling with Multiple BN
It is evident that if the circuit is considerably large or if the circuit has high connectivity between nodes, then, the size of the cliques formed becomes large. This results in large probability potential tables and might make handling large circuits in one stage impossible with limited memory resources. To handle large circuits, we first adopt a divide and conquer strategy based on naive segmentation.
Naive Segmentation
We first segment the large circuit into smaller ones and then estimate switching activity in them by ensuring consistency of probability of the nodes at the boundary. Hence, probability values on all the states of each node, which is in the boundary between two BNs are updated sequentially from one BN to the next BN. As an illustration, consider two BNs . It is obvious that we lose some correlations as we propagate only the singleton probabilities. One way to account for the lost correlation is to learn a BN in the boundary node and cascade it to the next BN. However, the accuracy improvement by a perfect Bayesian Network modeling may become marginal as opposed to the enormous computational time. Hence, we resort to an approximation technique which is a good compromise between accuracy and memory requirement.
MBN-TD Based Modeling
In the earlier section, we discussed the naive segmentation scheme. In the following section we propose a treedependent(TD) structure over the boundary nodes. This TD structure would be only an approximation of the joint probability distribution over the boundary nodes, but will ensure that most of the correlations are captured with minimal increase in memory and time requirement. Relaxation of the tree-structure constraint would entail large memory requirement. The tree-structure is an excellent compromise between memory requirement and the ability to represent correlations between the BN boundary nodes. The tree-dependent structure is formally defined next followed by proof of its optimality, which can also be found in [4] .
Definition 4:
Any tree-dependent distribution t s % $ can be defined as a Markov field relative to the tree u which can be written as the product of v p w y x pair-wise conditional probability distributions,
where
is the designated parent of ! E in some orientation of the tree u . The root node ! P is chosen arbitrarily without any parents and 3 $ e P &$ T S ¦ 1 2 3 $ e P
. Apart from the memory requirement, only second order statistics are needed to construct the tree.
Our goal is to construct a tree over v variables, representing the segment boundary nodes, that is the closest representation of the underlying joint probability function over the v variables. Hence, out of all the spanning tree over the v variables that can be constructed, we have to select the one which preserve the correlations to a maximum level. For this, we use a distance measure between two distribution and I known as Kullbuck-Leibler crossentropy measure [5] in Eq. 7.
A low distance measure between and I indicates that the two distribution almost coincide with each other. Now, we have two subgoals: 1) To choose the best conditional probabilities between the parent and the child nodes in the tree given a fixed tree ) . And, 2) to choose a tree from a set of all the spanning trees over the nodes such that would make the projection on this tree t s closest to . We will use the two following theorems to arrive at a tree structure [4] .
Theorem 3:
The projection of on u is characterized by the equality
Proof: For proof see [3] . This implies that the conditional probabilities for a branch a tree has to coincide with that computed from will produce the best Proof: For proof see [3] .
Hence we can use any algorithm for any MWST finding algorithm. The tree distribution thus obtained (TD) help us couple the two adjacent BNs. The steps we follow, as proposed by [4] , are listed below in Figure 3 .
Using a tree-structured representation ensures that storage proportional to
is used where is the number of states (in our case = 4) and v is the number of variables on the segment boundary which is much less than Q which would be needed for a complete representation. Moreover, by the above algorithms, we ensure that the pairwise correlations are captured effectively and propagated to the next segments. Hence, as in Figure 2 , we now construct TD distribution (by MWST) at the boundary nodes of BN 
Experimental Results and Conclusions
We mapped large ISCAS circuits to their corresponding LIDAG structured Bayesian Networks. The conditional probabilities are pre-determined by the type of gate connecting the parents and the child. We used HUGIN's Bayesian Network tool for compiling the junction tree and propagating the probabilities. We also performed logic simulation providing "ground truth" estimates of switching.
We presented results with all the ISCAS circuits in [1] with random inputs. Our accuracy was high and the estimation time was low. From the results, we observed that circuits which are modeled with multiple BN were less accurate than that modeled by single BN and some circuits have higher standard deviation of errors because of the error propagation through the circuits originated at the naively coupled segments. This is the motivation for the tree-dependent(TD) distribution at the BN boundaries. In this section, we compare the results that we obtained from naive segmentation with segmentation with a tree-dependent(TD) distribution between segments in Table 1. We present the mean, standard deviation and maximum error for the large circuits with TD segmentation and we compare the results with that obtained from the naive segmentation. As it can be observed that the treebased segmentation results in increased accuracy; mean error is further reduced. Moreover, we reduce the maximum error in estimation by using tree-based segmentation over naive segmentation. As it can be observed that for all the circuits our maximum error has improved. The deviation of error has either been same or have reduced in almost all the circuits. We also achieved a large improvement in our mean error for almost all the circuits except c3540. We encountered still a high maximum error of
x
in the circuit c6288 which indicates that for a few sparse nodes the TD based segmentation may not be enough to capture correlation for those nodes. However, our standard deviation is quite low indicating that most of the node errors are close to the mean which is very low for c6288 circuit.
We compare the estimation by multiple Bayesian Network modeling using new TD based segmentation scheme in the boundary of the individual BNs with the BN modeling using naive coupling between individual BNs [1] in Table 1 , where we see significant improvement. In Table 2 , we compare our result with the estimation technique proposed by Schneider et al. [19] and estimation techniques proposed by Marculescu et al. [7] . Obviously, since these works are conducted on different machines a definite conclusion cannot be drawn. The table is provided just for qualitative analysis. Our future effort will focus on the input modeling to capture spatial correlation at the primary inputs themselves.
